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Abstract

Tabu search algorithms are amongst the most successful local
search based methods for the maximum satisfiability prob-
lem. The practical superiority of tabu search over the local
search alone has been already shown experimentally several
times. A natural question addressed here is to understand if
this superiority holds also from the worst-case point of view.
Moreover, it is well known that the main critical parame-
ter of tabu techniques is the tabu list length. Focussing on
MAX-2-SAT problem, the main contribution of this paper is
a worst-case analysis of tabu search as a function of the tabu
list length. We give a first theoretical evidence of the advan-
tage of a tabu search strategy over the basic local search alone
that critically depends on the tabu list length.

Introduction
In the maximum satisfiability problem (MAX-SAT) we are
given a boolean formula in conjunctive normal form, i.e.,
as a conjunction of clauses, each clause being a disjunction.
More formally,n is the number of variables andm the num-
ber of clauses, so that a formula has the following form:

∧

1≤i≤m


 ∨

1≤h≤|Ci|
lih




where|Ci| is the number of literals in clauseCi and lih is
a literal, i.e., a propositional variablevj , or its negationvj ,
for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. The set of clauses in the formula is denoted
byC ={C1, C2, ..., Cm}. If one associates a positive weight
wi to each clauseCi, one obtains theweightedMAX-SAT
problem. We are asked to find an assignment of values to the
variables that maximizes the (weighted) sum of the satisfied
clauses.

The interest for MAX-SAT stems from many reasons. On
one hand, the decision version SAT was the first example of
an NP-complete problem; moreover, MAX-SAT and related
variants play an important role in the characterization of dif-
ferent approximation classes like APX and PTAS (Ausiello
et al. 1999). On the other hand, many issues in mathema-
tical logic and artificial intelligence can be expressed in the
form of satisfiability or some of its variants, like constraint
satisfaction.
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Local Search Strategies. Amongst the many different ap-
proaches proposed to deal with this problem (see (Battiti &
Protasi 1998) for a survey), local search based algorithms
play a fundamental role. Local search employs the idea
that a given solution may be improved by making “small”
changes: starting from some initial solution, move from
neighbor to neighbor as long as possible while increasing
the objective function value. Most local search based algo-
rithms for MAX-SAT use a1-flip neighborhood relation for
which two truth value assignments are neighbors if they dif-
fer in the truth value of exactly one variable. A basic local
search (LS) starts with any given assignment, and then re-
peatedly changes (“flips”) the assignment of a variable that
leads to the largest decrease in the total number of unsa-
tisfied clauses. A local optimal solution is defined as a state
whose local neighborhood does not include a state that is
strictly better. LetOPTloc (andOPT ) be the number of
satisfied clauses at a local (global) optimum of any instance
of MAX-SAT with at leastk literals per clause. Then it is
known (Hansen & Jaumard 1990) that

OPTloc ≥ k

k + 1
OPT . (1)

The idea is simple and natural and it is surprising to see
how successful the use of this local search has been on a
variety of difficult instances. Moreover, the combination of
local optimization and other mechanisms for escaping from
local optimal solutions would seem to give them some ad-
vantage over either alone. MAX-SAT is among the problems
for which many local search based heuristics (like GSAT,
tabu search, simulated annealing, etc.) have been proved
(experimentally) to be very effective (see the review in (Bat-
titi & Protasi 1998) and (Hoos 1999; Mills & Tsang 2000;
Wu & Wah 2000; Smyth, Hoos, & Stuetzle 2003) for more
recent results). These algorithms have been widely used and
tested. However, the efficiency and effectiveness have never
been analyzed analytically. In particular, nothing is known
about their performance guarantees.

Aim of the Paper. The aim of this paper is not to im-
prove algorithms that achieve the best known approximation
ratios1 for MAX-SAT (for this see (Asano & Williamson

1The quality of an approximation algorithm is measured by
its so calledperformance ratio. An approximation algorithm for



2000; Goemans & Williamson 1994; 1995; Yannakakis
1994)), but to provide a first worst-case analysis of some
tabu search procedures that achieve very good results in
‘practice’. The present work was motivated by the cur-
rent state of the MAX-SAT local search algorithms, where
a considerable gap exists between successful applications
of heuristics and the theoretical analysis of these various
heuristic methods. We remark that our analysis assumes that
the initial starting solution is arbitrary (given by an adver-
sary).

Analysis of Tabu Search for MAX-2-SAT. A fundamen-
tal approach for escaping from local optima is to use as-
pects of the search history. Tabu Search (TS) is a general
local search method which systematically utilizes memory
for guiding the search process (Glover 1989; 1990). In the
simplest and most widely applied version of TS, a greedy
local search algorithm is enhanced with a form of short term
memory which enables it to escape from local optima. Over-
all, TS algorithms are amongst the most successful local
search based methods to date. MAX-SAT was one of the
first application problems to which TS algorithms were ap-
plied. In fact, in one of the papers in which TS algorithms
were first proposed (Hansen & Jaumard 1990), the target ap-
plication was MAX-SAT.

Mazure, Säıs, & Grégoire (1997) considered a simple tabu
search algorithm, TSAT, for satisfiability problems. TSAT
makes a systematic use of a tabu list of variables in order
to avoid recurrent flips and thus escape from local optima.
The tabu list is updated each time a flip is made. TSAT
keeps a fixed length-chronologically-ordered FIFO list of
flipped variables and prevents any of the variables in the
list from being flipped again during a given amount of time.
TSAT was compared with the Random Walk Strategy GSAT
(Selman, Kautz, & Cohen 1993), an important extension
of the basic GSAT and amongst the best performing algo-
rithms. TSAT proves extremely competitive in the resolu-
tion of many problems, in particular hard random instances
at the critical point of the phase transition. In this empiri-
cal study, Mazure, Saı̈s, & Grégoire found that the optimal
length of the tabu list is crucial to the algorithm’s perfor-
mance. Interestingly, they observed that the optimal length
of the tabu lists for these random problems proves (experi-
mentally) linear with respect to the number of variables.

In this paper we consider the MAX-2-SAT problem, i.e.
the restricted version of MAX-SAT in which each clause
contains two literals. This problem is known to be NP-
Hard (Garey & Johnson 1979). We analyze a tabu search
algorithm,TS(`) (see Figure 1), which has the same flavor
of TSAT (and of many other tabu search implementations),
and whose tabu list length is bounded by the parameter`.
The superiority of TS with respect to the local search alone
has already been shown experimentally several times. It is
well known that the main critical parameter of tabu tech-
niques is the tabu list length. Here the main goal is to un-
derstand if there are values of` for which TS(`) is better

MAX-SAT has a performance ratio ofρ, if for all input instances it
finds a solution of value at leastρ times the optimal solution value.

1: Start with any given truth assignment
−→
X ;

2: k ← 0, TT ← `;
3: LastUsed(xi) ← −∞, for i = 1 . . . n;
4: while a termination condition is not metdo
5: AdmissibleSet ← {xi ∈ N(

−→
X ) :

LastUsed(xi) < (k − TT )
or xi satisfies theaspiration criterion};

6: if AdmissibleSet 6= ∅ then
7: u ← ChooseBestOf(AdmissibleSet);
8: else
9: Determine variableu by using adynamic tabu

policy;
10: end if
11:

−→
X ← −→

X with the truth assignment ofu reversed;
12: LastUsed(u) ← k;
13: k ← k + 1;
14: end while.

Figure 1: Tabu Search algorithmTS(`) with tabu tenure at
most`.

than the basic local search even from the worst-case point
of view. We show that the approximation ratio forTS(`)
is 2/3 for any tabu list length sublinear in the number of
variables. This means that, in the worst-case and for any
` = o(n), TS(`) is not better than the basic local search
(see (1) whenk = 2). However we prove a strong separa-
tion in the performance of the basic local search andTS(`)
when the tabu list length is allowed to increase up ton. In-
deed we show thatTS(n) achieves an approximation ratio
of 3/4, whereas the basic local search ensures an approxi-
mation ratio of2/3 for MAX-2-SAT. To some extent, these
results confirm the linearity inn of the optimal length of
the tabu lists, as it was observed experimentally in (Mazure,
Säıs, & Grégoire 1997). Moreover, we give a first theoreti-
cal evidence of the advantage of a tabu search strategy over
the basic local search alone even from the worst-case point
of view.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
we give a detailed description of theTS(`) procedure. We
then derive an upper bound on the approximation ratio of
TS(`) as a function of̀ . Finally, we show that when the
tabu list length is allowed to increase up ton the tabu search
procedure achieves an approximation ratio of3/4.

Tabu Search description
The considered Tabu Search algorithmTS(`) is as fol-

lows (see also Figure 1). The search starts with any given
variable assignment and with the tabu list lengthTT (i.e.,
the tabu tenure) equal to the parameter`. Each search step
corresponds to a single variable flip, which is selected ac-
cording to the associated change in the number of unsa-
tisfied clauses and its tabu status. More precisely, letN(

−→
X )

denote the set of variables that appear in some unsatisfied
clauses according to the current variable assignment

−→
X . Let

LastUsed(xi) denote the last time the truth assignment of
xi was reversed (LastUsed(xi) = −∞ at the beginning).



At each step, a variablexi is consideredadmissibleif xi

appears in some unsatisfied clause (i.e.,xi ∈ N(
−→
X )) and

either

(a) xi has not been flipped during the lastTT steps
(LastUsed(xi) < (k − TT ))

(b) or, when flipped, leads to a lower number of unsa-
tisfied clauses than the best assignment found so far (the
latter condition defines the so-calledaspiration criterion
(Glover 1989)).

From the set of admissible variables (if not empty), one
variable among those that when flipped yield a maximal de-
crease (or, equivalently, a minimal increase) in the number
of unsatisfied clauses, is selected (ties are broken arbitrarily,
or even randomly).

If there is no admissible variable, the analysis provided in
this paper applies to the following (and possibly to others)
alternativedynamic tabu policies:

• (self-adapting tabu list length) decrease the tabu tenure
TT until there is a non-tabu variable that appears in
some unsatisfied clause (add this command at line 9
of Figure 1). Each time a variable is flipped set
TT ← max{TT + 1, `} (add this command just after
line 11 of Figure 1);

• (least recently used) flip the least recently used variable
that appears in some unsatisfied clause (add this command
at line 9 of Figure 1).

Observe that in both strategies the tabu tenure of a variable
is at most̀ , but it can be less thaǹ(dynamic tabu policy).
We refer tò as themaximum tabu tenure.

The algorithm stops when a termination condition is met.
For our purposes it is sufficient to assume that the tabu
search procedure stops if forn consecutive steps there are
no improvements.

Before providing the analysis of algorithmTS(`) we
make the following considerations about the dynamic tabu
policies. One of the main purposes of a tabu list is to pre-
vent from returning to recently visited solutions, and there-
fore from endless cycling. A list that is too short may not
prevent cycling (see the proof of Lemma 5 for an exam-
ple of this), but a list that is too long may create exces-
sive restrictions. It is often difficult (or even impossible)
to find a value that prevents cycling and does not exces-
sively restrict the search for all instances of a given size.
In the next section we prove that the useful values of` are
linear in n, and for these large tabu tenures it may easily
happen that all the variables that appear in some unsatisfied
clauses are tabu. An effective way of circumventing this
difficulty is to have a tabu tenure that can be varied during
the search, i.e. a dynamic tabu policy. Evidence has shown
that dynamic tabu policies are generally more effective. In-
teresting examples can be found in (Battiti & Protasi 1997;
Battiti & Tecchiolli 1994; Dell’Amico & Trubian 1993;
Mastrolilli & Gambardella 2000). Advanced ways to cre-
ate dynamic tabu tenure are described in (Glover 1990).

An Upper Bound on the Approximation Ratio
Let c = n

` be the ratio between the number of variables
n and the maximum tabu tenurè. In this subsection we
study the approximation ratio ofTS(`) as a function ofc.
In particular, we provide the following upper bound on the
approximation ratio ofTS(`).

Theorem 1 Starting from any arbitrary initial solution and
for c ≥ 3, the approximation ratio ofTS(`) for MAX-2-SAT
is bounded from above by

R(c) =
2c2

3c2 − 2c + 2
. (2)

Proof. We prove the theorem by showing that there ex-
ists a class of input instances for whichTS(`) achieves an
approximation ratio that asymptotically converges toR(c).
With this aim, we borrow and modify an input instance for
MAX-2-SAT appeared in (Khannaet al. 1994). We assume
that n ≥ 2` + 5. The inputS consists of a disjoint union
of four sets of clauses, sayS1, S2, S3 andS4, defined as
follows.

S1 =
⋃

1≤i<j≤n

(xi ∨ xj),

S2 =
⋃

1≤i<j≤n

(xi ∨ xj),

S3 =


 ⋃

0≤i≤`+2

T2i+1


− {(x2`+3 ∨ xn)} ,

S4 =
⋃

2`+6≤i≤n

Ti,

Ti =
⋃

i<j≤n

(xi ∨ xj).

Note that set S3 is obtained by eliminating clause
(x2`+3 ∨ xn). Clearly,|S1| = |S2| =

(
n
2

)
, and|S3|+|S4| =(

n
2

)− n(` + 2) + (` + 2)(` + 3)− 1. Assume that
−→
X is the

starting assignment for which all variables are set to1 except
for x2i−1 (i = 1, ..., ` + 1) whose value is0. The number
of clauses fromS1 ∪ S2 unsatisfied by the assignment

−→
X is

(` + 1)(n− `− 1), whereas the number of satisfied clauses
from S3∪S4 is given by

∑`
i=0 |T2i+1| = (`+1)(n−`−1).

Let
−→
X (i) denote the current solution afteri steps of exe-

cution. In Lemma 5 (see appendix) we show thatTS(`)
cannot find a solution better than

−→
X if the starting solu-

tion
−→
X (0) of TS(`) is

−→
X . On the other hand, an optimal

assignment can satisfy all the clauses by choosing the vec-
tor

−→
X opt = (0, 0, ..., 0). Thus the approximation ratio of

TS(`), sayR`, is

R` =
2
(
n
2

)

3
(
n
2

)− n(` + 2) + (` + 2)(` + 3)− 1
.

Let ` = n/c and assume thatc ≥ 3 (which is sufficient to
guarantee thatn ≥ 2` + 5 for anyn ≥ 15). As soon as the
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Figure 2: Approximation ratio upper bound ofTS(`) as a
function ofc = n/`.

numbern of variables increases, the approximation ratioR`

asymptotically converges to

lim
n→∞

R` =
2c2

3c2 − 2c + 2
.

Figure 2 plots function (2). For anỳ = o(n), this ra-
tio asymptotically converges to2/3. Therefore,TS(`) can-
not improve the basic local search when the maximum tabu
tenurè is sublinear inn (see (1) whenk = 2).

Corollary 2 Starting from any arbitrary initial solution, the
approximation ratio ofTS(`) for MAX-2-SAT is2/3 for any
` = o(n).

Moreover, already for̀ ≤ n/5 the approximation ratio of
TS(`) is smaller than3/4.

Tabu Search with Linear Tabu Tenure
The main question addressed in this subsection is to under-
stand if there is a value of̀ = Θ(n) such thatTS(`) ex-
hibits a worst-case superiority over the basic local search
alone. Figure 2 suggests that interesting values can be found
when the ratioc = n/` is “small”. Indeed, we show that
` = n suffices to our goal. We prove thatTS(n) achieves an
approximation ratio of3/4, whereas the basic local search
ensures an approximation ratio of2/3.

Lemma 3 Assume that forn consecutive stepsTS(n) can-
not find a better solution. Then the best found solution is a
3
4 -approximate solution.

Proof. The claim follows by analyzing the execution of
TS(n). Remember that

−→
X (i) denotes the current solution

after i steps of execution. Moreover, we denote byCi
h the

subset of clauses that have exactlyh literals satisfied by
assignment

−→
X (i). Without loss of generality, assume that

TS(n) has performed a number of steps such that the best

solution found so far has been found at steps and that
−→
X (s)

is a local optimum forLS (the presence of the aspiration
criterion guarantees that, each time an improved solution is
found, then that solution is improved until a local optimum
is reached).

Now, in at mostn steps from steps either a solution better
than

−→
X (s) is found or there is a positive integert ≤ n such

that all the variables that appear in some clause fromCs+t
0

have been flipped just once during the lastt steps. The latter
can be easily observed by recalling that the flipped variables
have been chosen according to their tabu status, and by using
one of the described dynamic tabu policies. Therefore no
clause that at steps has at least one unsatisfied literal, can be
an unsatisfied clause at steps+t. It follows that every clause
from Cs

0 belongs to the setC − Cs+t
0 of satisfied clauses at

iterations + t. Moreover, withint steps all clauses fromCs
1

are still satisfied, i.e.Cs
1 ∈ C− Cs+t

0 .
Now there are two possibilities:

1. |Cs
0| > |Cs+t

0 |
2. |Cs

0| ≤ |Cs+t
0 |

If case 1 happens then aftert ≤ n steps the previous best
known solution has been improved by solution

−→
X (s + t)

(the latter has a lower number of unsatisfied clauses). The
number of times case 1 may happen is clearly bounded by
m.

If case 2 happens then

|Cs+t
0 | ≤ |C| − |Cs

0| − |Cs
1|,

since, by previous arguments, no clause fromCs
0 ∪ Cs

1

belongs to the setCs+t
0 of unsatisfied clauses of solution−→

X (s + t), i.e.Cs+t
0 ⊆ C/ (Cs

0 ∪ Cs
1). It follows that

|C| = |C| − |Cs
0| − |Cs

1|+ |Cs
0|+ |Cs

1|
≥ |Cs+t

0 |+ |Cs
0|+ |Cs

1| ≥ 2|Cs
0|+ |Cs

1|
≥ 4|Cs

0|, (3)

where we have used|Cs
1| ≥ 2|Cs

0| that holds since
−→
X (s)

is a local optimum (see (Hansen & Jaumard 1990) or pp.
120-121 in (Battiti & Protasi 1998)). We remark that the as-
piration criterion suffices to guarantee the latter condition.
Inequality (3) immediately implies that the number of unsa-
tisfied clauses at steps is no more than1/4 the total number
of clauses. Thus this algorithm ensures an approximation
ratio of3/4.

Theorem 4 Starting from any arbitrary initial assign-
ment,TS(n) achieves an approximation ratio of3/4 for
MAX-2-SAT inO(mn) steps.

Proof. The claim easily follows from Lemma 3 and by ob-
serving that the number of times a better solution is com-
puted is bounded by the numberm of clauses.

We note that the same approximation ratio can be ob-
tained for the weighted case of MAX-2-SAT, although
the time complexity might be only pseudopolynomially
bounded in the input size (simply take multiple copies of
the clauses).



Future Work
In this paper we have approached the problem of under-
standing the worst-case behavior of tabu search. In parti-
cular, we analyzed the worst-case behavior of tabu search
as a function of the tabu list length for MAX-2-SAT. Cer-
tainly there are many interesting lines for future research. It
would be interesting to understand if a similar analysis can
be provided for the general MAX-SAT problem. An inter-
esting starting case would be MAX-3-SAT. We believe that
results in these directions are necessary steps toward a better
understanding of local search strategies for MAX-SAT.
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Appendix
Lemma 5 According to the definitions given in the proof of
Theorem 1, if

−→
X (0) =

−→
X thenTS(`) cannot find a solution

better than
−→
X for inputS whenn ≥ 2` + 5.

Proof. The claim follows by showing thatTS(`) cycles

around a set of solutions that are not better than
−→
X . More

precisely, we start proving thatTS(`) first flips, in the order,
x2(δ−1)−1, x2(δ−2)−1, ..., x1, whereδ = ` + 2. Therefore,
TS(`) reaches solution(1, 1, ..., 1) with a tabu list equal to
(x1, x3, ..., x2(δ−2)−1). Then we show thatTS(`) flips, in
the order,x2(δ−1)−1, x2(δ−2)−1, ..., x1 and again the starting

solution
−→
X (0) is obtained. Since at this point the tabu list

is equal to(x1, x3, ..., x2(δ−2)−1), TS(`) repeats the same
moves generating a cycle.

Let gain(xj , s) (and loss(xj , s)) denote the number of
clauses that become satisfied (unsatisfied) if variablexj is
flipped at steps. At steps algorithm TS(`) chooses the
variable xj with the highest∆(xj , s) = gain(xj , s) −
loss(xj , s). In the chosen example and at each steps, we
will see that there is no more than one variablexj that
when flipped yields a maximal∆(xj , s). Therefore, random
moves introduced to break ties are not used.

Starting from
−→
X (0), the following analysis reveals that at

steps = δ − j (for j = δ − 1, δ − 2, ..., 1) TS(`) flips
variablex2j−1. We compute∆(xj , s = δ − j) for every
admissible variablexj . The claim thatTS(`) flips, in the
order,x2(δ−1)−1, x2(δ−2)−1, ..., x1, follows by induction.

1. ∆(x2w−1, δ − j) = w − j, for w = 1, 2, ..., j.
Explanation: by flippingx2w−1, for w = 1, 2, ..., j, the
number of unsatisfied clauses inS1 ∪ S2 reduces from
j(n − j) to (j − 1)(n − (j − 1)); except for(j − w)
that remains satisfied, all the clauses fromT2w−1 becomes
unsatisfied, and the number of unsatisfied clauses inS3 ∪
S4 increases byn − (2w − 1) − (j − w) = n − (w +
j) + 1. Therefore,gain(x2w−1, δ − j) = n− 2j + 1 and
loss(x2w−1, δ − j) = n− (w + j) + 1.

2. ∆(x2δ−1, δ − j) = j − δ.
Explanation: by flippingx2δ−1 the number of unsatisfied
clauses inS1 ∪S2 increases fromj(n− j) to (j +1)(n−
(j+1)), i.e. loss(x2δ−1, δ−j) = n−2j−1; all the clauses
from T2δ−1 becomes true plus one clause from each set
T2i−1, for i = j +1, j +2, ..., δ−1, i.e.,gain(x2δ−1, δ−
j) = n− 2δ + (δ − j − 1) = n− δ − j − 1.

3. ∆(x2w, δ − j) = −(n− 2j − 1), for w = 1, 2, ..., j.
Explanation: this move does not affect clauses fromS3 ∪
S4, whereas the number of unsatisfied clauses inS1 ∪ S2

increases fromj(n− j) to (j + 1)(n− (j + 1)).
4. ∆(x2w, δ−j) = −n+j+w+1, for w = j+1, j+2, ..., δ.

Explanation: this move does not affect clauses from
S4, whereas it satisfies one clause for each set
T2j+1, T2(j+1)+1, ..., T2(w−1)+1. The number of unsa-
tisfied clauses inS1 ∪ S2 increases fromj(n − j) to
(j + 1)(n− (j + 1)).

5. ∆(x2δ+1+w, `−j) ≤ j−δ, for w = 0, 1, ..., n−(2δ+1).
Explanation: by flippingx2δ+1+w, the number of unsa-
tisfied clauses inS1 ∪ S2 increases fromj(n − j) to
(j + 1)(n − (j + 1)). At most one clause for each set
T2i+1 becomes true, fori = j, ..., δ − 1. One clause for
each setT2δ+1+i becomes true, fori = 0, ..., w − 1. All
the clauses fromT2δ+1+w becomes satisfied. Therefore,
gain(x2`+1+w, `−j+1) ≤ δ−j+w+n−(2δ+1+w) =
n− δ − j − 1 andloss(x2`+1, 1) = n− 2j − 1.

By the previous analysis, it follows thatTS(`) flips vari-
ablex2j−1 (case 1) at steps = δ − j. The latter proves
thatTS(`) flips, in the order,x2(δ−1)−1, x2(δ−2)−1, ..., x1;
therefore,TS(`) reaches solution(1, 1, ..., 1) with a tabu list
equal to(x1, x3, ..., x2(δ−2)−1).

In the following we show thatTS(`) starting from
solution (1, 1, ..., 1), and with a tabu list equal to
(x1, x3, ..., x2(δ−2)−1), flips, in the order, x2(δ−1)−1,

x2(δ−2)−1, ..., x1 and again the initial solution
−→
X (0) is ob-

tained. At this point, we can easily observe thatTS(`) gets
stuck into a cycle.

The analysis below reveals that at steps = 2δ − j + 1
(for j = δ − 1, δ − 2, ..., 1) algorithm TS(`) flips vari-
ablex2j−1. We compute∆(xj , s = 2δ − j + 1) for ev-
ery admissible variablexj . The claim thatTS(`) flips, in
the order,x2(δ−1)−1, x2(δ−2)−1, ..., x1, follows by induc-
tion. Let us start observing that every admissible move
causes the increase of unsatisfied clauses inS1 ∪ S2 from
(δ− 1− j)(n− (δ− 1− j)) to (δ− j)(n− (δ− j)), i.e., a
loss of(δ− j)(n− (δ− j))− (δ−1− j)(n− (δ−1− j)) =
n + 2j − 2δ + 1.

1. ∆(x2j−1, 2δ − j + 1) = δ − 2j.
Explanation: by flippingx2j−1, one clause for each set
T2i−1 becomes true, fori = 1, ..., j − 1. All the clauses
from T2j−1 becomes satisfied, except forδ−j−1 that are
already satisfied. Therefore,gain(x2j−1, 2δ − j + 1) =
j − 1 + n − (2j − 1) − (δ − j − 1) = n − δ + 1 and
loss(x2j−1, 2δ − j + 1) = n + 2j − 2δ + 1.

2. ∆(x2δ−1, 2δ − j + 1) = −1− j.



Explanation: by flippingx2δ−1 all the clauses fromT2δ−1

becomes satisfied plus one clause from each setT2i−1, for
i = 1, 2, ..., j, i.e.,gain(x2δ−1, 2δ− j + 1) = n− 2δ + j
andloss(x2δ−1, 2δ − j + 1) = n + 2j − 2δ + 1.

3. ∆(x2w, 2δ − j + 1) = w − (n + 2j − 2δ + 1), for w =
1, 2, ..., j.
Explanation: one clause for each setT2i−1 becomes true,
for i = 1, ..., w.

4. ∆(x2w, 2δ − j + 1) ≤ −j − n + 2δ, for w = j + 1, .., δ.
Explanation: one clause for each setT2i−1 becomes true,
for i = 1, ..., j, plus one clause fromT2δ−1 if w = δ.

5. ∆(x2δ+1, 2δ − j + 1) ≤ −j − 1.
Explanation: by flippingx2δ+1, one clause for each set
T2i−1 becomes true, fori = 1, ..., j, plus at most one
clause fromT2δ−1. All the clauses fromT2δ+1 becomes
satisfied. Therefore,gain(x2δ+1, 2δ − j + 1) ≤ j + 1 +
n− (2δ +1) = j +n−2δ andloss(x2δ−1, 2δ− j +1) =
n + 2j − 2δ + 1.

6. ∆(x2δ+2+w, 2δ− j + 1) ≤ −j − 1, for w = 0, 1, ..., n−
(2δ + 2).
Explanation: by flippingx2δ+2+w, one clause for each
set T2i+1 becomes true, fori = 0, 1, ..., j, plus at
most one clause fromT2δ−1. One clause for each set
T2δ+2+i becomes true, fori = 0, 1, ..., w − 1. All
the clauses fromT2δ+2+w becomes satisfied. Therefore,
gain(x2w−1, 2δ−j+1) ≤ j+2+w+n−(2δ+2+w) =
j+n−2δ andloss(x2w−1, 2δ−j+1) = n+2j−2δ+1.
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